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Is psychiatry becoming more coercive?
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The rising trend is damaging for patients, unsupported by evidence, and must be reversed.

Coercion in its various guises has always been central to psychiatry, a legacy of its institutional origins. In the 1970s and 80s use of coercion in psychiatry fell as old asylums were closed across much of western Europe and replaced with community based care. The focus shifted towards care rather than custody. Recent developments, however, indicate that this balance is shifting again in favour of coercive care, even within well resourced mental health systems. The term coercion has a broad definition in mental healthcare, but here we focus on the use of force or compulsion.

More and more people are being subjected to coercive psychiatric interventions. In England, the rate of involuntary psychiatric hospital admission has increased by more than a third in the past six years. In Scotland, the number of detentions has increased by 19% in the past five years. More than half of admissions to psychiatric hospitals in England are now involuntary, the highest rate recorded since the 1983 Mental Health Act. The use of coercion in mental healthcare is a global phenomenon. As well as involuntary admission, coercive measures include forced administration of medication, involuntary confinement in isolation or seclusion, and manual or mechanical restraint.

The increasingly coercive culture in mental healthcare is also evident from a renewed trend towards institutionalisation of mentally ill people. The marked expansion of “protected” housing (secure housing, with restricted freedoms) for people with mental illness in the community and increase in the number of forensic psychiatric beds in many European countries are indicative of this trend. New types of secure mental health facilities are also emerging, replicating some of the functions of old style asylums. In Italy, for example, a new law in 2012 required the development of secure residential facilities for people with mental disorders considered “socially dangerous.” Legislation such as this, disguised as innovation, represents a backwards step. Our prisons are also increasingly used to manage and contain mentally ill people. There are now over three times more mentally ill people in jails and prisons in the US than in hospitals, and 16% of them have serious mental illness. In the UK, 15-25% of the prison population reportedly has a psychotic illness.

More generally, psychiatric practice, even in seemingly unrestrictive settings, is undergoing a cultural shift towards greater coercion. This is shown by the advent of compulsory treatment in outpatient settings and in the community. Community treatment orders are now “a feature of most developed mental health services,” although there is little evidence that they offer any benefit. The use of such orders in England has increased every year since their introduction in 2008. In its election manifesto, the UK’s new conservative government pledged to replace existing mental health legislation in England and Wales with “new laws designed to halt a steep rise in the number of people being detained.” It is not yet clear whether the changes will be implemented, but the commitment alone is a belated recognition that the current Mental Health Act has “allowed the
unnecessary detention of thousands of people and failed to deal with discrimination against ethnic minority patients.”

Risk management has become a central tenet in the care of mentally ill people. Clinical practice seems no longer driven by the needs of the individual but by risk assessments, often of dubious validity.

Psychiatric facilities are increasingly relied upon, instead of prisons, for long term detention of people who have committed sexual or other violent crimes. For example, use in England of the controversial diagnosis “dangerous and severe personality disorder” to detain people in psychiatric hospitals because of their perceived risks to others is an ill conceived attempt to hide preventive detention behind the veneer of respectability provided by a mental health context.

In the US, so called sexual predator laws allow serious sexual offenders to be detained indefinitely in mental health treatment facilities after they complete prison terms. Although society has the right to be protected, using healthcare facilities to detain people for punishment rather than treatment, is inconsistent with basic medical ethics.

This cultural shift in psychiatry, which prioritises risk management over individual health and social needs is likely to be counterproductive. The stigma associated with mental illness will increase as care becomes more coercive. Further social exclusion of people with mental illnesses is inevitable if we continue to conflate the concept of dangerousness with poor mental health. Those who might benefit from psychiatric care are likely to delay or avoid contact with health services for fear of losing their liberty and compromising their basic rights.

Collaborative and person centred care leading to recovery is an aspiration of most modern mental health services. This aspiration is entirely inconsistent with the increase in compulsion and involuntary care across much of psychiatry. Coercive measures lack supporting evidence and damage patient care. As three commentators recently concluded, “It would be more humane, just and effective to implement alternatives that serve to reduce experienced and actual coercion, promote the wider involvement of people in their care, and potentially improve outcome.”
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